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Student fees'
may increase
by Kathleen

Cressler

The University News

'
M arc h .f 0 I' iundi
un din g: nsu students

Chris Butler I University

march to the state capitol in an effort to publicize

the plight of higher education

News

funding.

Union plans tncludemajor remodeling
by Cary Driskell

dinner plates together in the hallway
for functions in the Ballroom. And
we also need to redesign the Student
In a presentation before ASBSU,
Board Dining
facilities,
because'
Student Union Director Greg Blaeseating habits have changed since it
ing detailed proposed changes for the
was built. Students go through a line
Union and student housing that
to get their hot food, and then go out
could increase BSU full-time fees by
and get salad and drinks, and I can
$65 per semester by the 1989:90'
guarantee that, by the time they get
school year.
to the table, the food is cold,' he
Blaesing said he met with student
said.
leaders from the 'student government,
Blaesing also cited the first-floor
the Student Programs Board and
Union Street Cafe as needing change,
campus clubs to make a list of
especially in the Cash Scramble Area,
strengths and weaknesses and then a which he said should be made more
list of problems that need adressing.
efficient and brought up to modern,
Blaesing said the major problems
modular food service standards.
are the usc of space in the Union, inSpace misuse also is a problem, he
adequate space for student organizasaid. If the fee increase is approved,
tions, and the need for a West-end
the Union will be expanded to promini-union located near the Sciencevide more office space for student
Nursing Building.
organizations.
Blaesing said he would like to reOne possible plan is to connect the
work the floor plan of the Union to Union and the SPEC, creating ofuse the existing space better.
fices on the first floor for the student
"We would like to redesign the kitgovernment
and a multi-purpose
chen so it would be centrally located,
·ballroom on the second floor. "We
thereby eliminating
having to put
need to get the student government
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Artist's

sketch of the Student Union from the soccer field.

and organizations
off of the second
floor and down into the mainstream
of traffic. They are not visible up here
at all. We need to get them down to
where the students walk around. We
also need to get the popular groups
in the Union, active groups. We want
to create a Student Activities Center
with private offices and workstations," he said.
Blaesing said he wants to create or
add three multi-function event spaces

for groups of between 125 and 175
people. .
'
Other proposed changes for the
Onion include
upgrading
audiovisual and
technical
services
in
various rooms; adding additional
guest parking spaces.ireplacing furnishings throughout
the building,
upgrading the entrance at. the east
side of the building; creating more

See Union, page 2

Hearings for proposed student fee
increases will be held March 10 in the
Student
Union Senate Chambers
beginning at 2·p.m.
'
The University News, Student
Residential Life, the Computer Users
Group, the Well ness and Fitness
Center and the Student Union are
asking for increases in dedicated student fees.
Student Residential Life is asking
for a 2 percent increase for apartment
tenants and a 2 to 3 percent room
and board increase from dormitory
residents.
The apartment fee increase would
be used to offset employee raises and
benefit increases, such as medical insurance. The increase would be used
to add student assistants to the SRL
work forces. According to Student
Residential Life Assistant DirectorRichard
Boerl, the increases are
primarily for employee salaries. The
fee increases will also be used for
capital improvements.
According to
Boerl, there is a "long, long list of
things
we feel
need
to be
accomplished."
Also according to Boerl, the student residents' room and board fee
increase
is needed
because
of
employee salary increases and a difference in the food service plan for
88-89. Although
the increase may
prove more expensive, with a 95 percent occupancy rate in the dorms,
SRL hopes to keep that percentage,
with various improvements,
Boerl said that another reason for
the increase is the cost of security on
campus. Boerl said that 27 percent of
our total cost goes to campus
security.
The University News is asking for
an increase of $2 pcrsemester, which
would bring the student newspaper's
fee to $5 per semester. This increase
is necessary, according to Co-Editor
in Chief Karen Karnmann, because
of a budget deficit accumulated
in
past years arid, because of the need
for new equipment
and possible
raises in student salaries.
Also asking for fee increases is the
SUB. The SUB is asking for an increase of $30 per semester for fulltime students and $3 per semester
credit hour for part-time on-campus
students. This increase is for expanding and renovating the SUB to include improved
lounges,
an art
gallery and modernizing meeting and
function rooms. A second increase
not exceeding $35 persemester for
full-time students and $3.50[01' pantime on-campus students, beginning
Summer Session 1989.

Computers to aid registration
by Steve F. LYon

standing.
Students can register for summer
Registration
forms
and. class
and fall at the same time. In the proschedules
for summer
and fall cess,the computer. will check that all
The Registrar's
Office has imclasses, for students currently enrollcourse prerequisites have been met
implemented a computerized on-line
ed for 8 credit hours or more, will be and' there' are no conflicts in the
registration system, which will enable
located inthe department of the stu- schedule and.asslsj in finding alterstudents to register for summer and
dent's major. Forms for students
nate open sections if sections are
fall classes beginning April 4.
enrolled for fewer than eighrcredl;
closed.
The-procedure,
'according
to
hours will be available in Room
Registration should not take longer
Registrar Susanna Yunker,will work
ofthe Administration
Building.
than 15 minutes. to' complete, Yunker
as follows; In late March, students
Prior to the registration appointsaid.
. .
.
will receive a letter telling them what
ment,: students will pick up registraStudents can change 'classes or
their registration time block will be,
tion materials and a class schedule
schedule anytime
prior to paying
location Of registration
materials,
.and make an appointment
with an fees, or go through drop/add after
and any financial or matrkulation
adviser (if a student is enrolling for the semester begins.
.
holds that must be cleared prior to
eight credits or more).
Fees
,'for
summer
school
are
registration.
.
When a student arrives for his ,payable rio later than June 3, and fees
Registration
appointment
times
registration appointment time, he will for fall are paYable no later than
will be assigned in three-hoti'rblocks
.sltdownwlrh a registration staff August 19.
'
'
each day from 9~12a.m. and 1-4p.rn.,
member, whowill then enter class
April 4 thi?ugh29, based. onclass
selectioru;. in to 'the computer.
.. .
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Up close
and personal
wit'h Xin

no

-

interest bond.. Turner said the new
"bond's Iu..u payments helped
Ple\'ent the State Board of Educa-

Students
still paying
on Pavilion

tion from inaeasingstUdent
fees.
Twncr said the SBOE has a
proposed fee increase for 1996 if
enrollment SlaYS at current levels,
He said enroIlment is up 6 percent
this year over last year and that
further increases in enrollment
. coolrl preI'ent the fees from rising.
The Pavilion currently is a selfsupporting
function
of BSU,
Turner said, which operates on
funds generated by. ticket sales
anlf rentals.' He said the funds
generated by the Pavilion remain
in the Pavilion operating account.

by Jim 0IilftS

The University Neves
Executive Assistant to the BSU
President John Franden recently
corrected his statement, made in
KIDO radio intenk, that the
Pavilion is paid off, saying that
only the portion of the bond ow-

a

Union
Cont. trom page 1
areas for an display; developing a
student gallery mUS::.:
listening room and leisure lounge; reroofing the second-level and other
ceneral maintenance
that be said
along with a 20-}~
old
building.
"There has been a longstanding
committment
to a union at Boise
State. Students here made a commit. ;n~ntto have a union, although they
kn~· they v.'Ouldn·t get the!L<e of it.
But the-.' made thaI commitment, :md
now
have the benefit of thaI effor...b-.:t nO?>·it is time 10 ~d.
We
are proposing
we expand
this
uniO:l ... and building the west-end
union." he said..
Blz~ng
said the proposcl west-

combination

g~

w;

end union is needed to bclp allC\iate
the lad of space in the Ri":nw
Deli, The proposed building would
be located neu to the. ScienceNllI"..!ng Builliins and woold seve the
food needs of the
side of
campus,
The union is related to Student
Residential Life in a way tha1 Blaes->
ing describes as being '"5:am= twins
connected at the pocseibook,"
and
some of the money from tbe increase
would
go to SRL for mating
residence halls safa in ca.<ie of fire.
SRL Direaor Richard McKinnon
mentioned a lack of fire..~ops and of
proper rue doors as prob!=s. He
said money that had b= slated fer
these repairs was e:ue::l up by tuerock \loi.a.tion fines in 1982 and 1986..
Additional funds \\uuld be used 10
modify apartment units at Unh'ersl-

w=

-The Senate ,Beat

Senate argues fees

The J\SBSU$enate
indefinitely
postponed
Senate Resolution
10,
which supported a $2 dedicated-fee.
increase for The University News. in
its March I caucus meetlng. During
the discussion of the resolution, the
newspaper's
Co-editor-in-Chief
Karen Kammann said the increase
was needed to obtain more reliable
equipment,
since, she said, "Our
typesetter
breaks down, on the
average, every three weeks."
Some senators said they opposed
the fee increase. Sen. Todd Reed said
ty Heights and Manors, and four
he did not believe that the newspaper
three-bedroom
units would be conwould be improved by a fee increase.
saucaed at University Courts to meet
"We can't buy abetter newspaper,"
the d=nd for large-family housing.
he said.
Full-fee paying &SU students curSen. Frank Hartmann said he suprently P'i}' S55 per semester and pan- .
ported Senate Resolution 10,"1 don't
time ~ts
pa)' S4.50 per credit for
think that we can responsibly let this
the Union. It also receives money
paper just slug along. I think that a
from Mamou's, Inc, for the food
$2 increase
would improve
the
service conrract and also gets money
paper."
from the Bookstore, the gameroorn
and student room and board. This all
goes to pay the e;llinatOO $3 million
S.8 million, the Residence Hall and
it takes to operate the UIrion·each
apanment improvements $.8 million
year.
and architectural
and engineering
Tne proposed increase' would
fees and miscellaneous
costs are
. create $S million thl"Ougb .the bond
estimated to cost $1 million .
market, of which the Union expanBlaesing said he anticipated objec~on and reDcn-anOll would get more
tions from students over the use of
than half. The ren-()\"l1.tion iL<elf is the money for the increase. He said
iliued to cost 53 million. the expanmoney that is raised by fees cannot
sion S2A million. the \\~-end
union
be used for purposes
such as

Al04
Physical Education

• In other business on March I, the
Senate passed an allocation for the
BSU Business Policy Game Team.
Senate Bill 40 will provide $690 for
the team to attend the 23rd Annual
International
.Collegiate
Business
Policy Games at the University of
Nevada-Reno April 6-8.
Senate Resolution
9, which expresses Senate opposition to a fee increase for the Computers
Users
Group, was passed during the March
3 Senate meeting. The resolution
says, "For the second year, they have
failed to show the need for additional
support."
$1,000 was awarded .the BSU
Meistersingers
during the March 3
meeting. The money allocated to the
group in Senate Bill 43 will be used
for a concert trip to Great Britain. A
group spokesman said the group is
in the process of raising $40,000 for
the trip.
upgrading
the library because the
State Board of Education has ruled
that all facilities for instruction or
academic use must beJunded by the
State Board or by private donations,
but not by the school. He said
facilities such as the Union and the
Pavilion must be funded through stu·
dent fees, donatioris
or money
generated locally.
The original Union is now the
Communications
Building. In 1959,
students
began
paying
$2 per
semester, and that fee has increased
steadily to the current $55.
Blaesing
said he thought
the
Union renovation should take three
to three-and-a-half
years from the
time it begins .

..\k first time tutoring was a night
to remember . ..\1\' studenr';,\'as some'::

thing called BOlle Crusher Reed, a.k.a.
Billv 10. ddensi,'c tackle for the tOotbali team.
I had the shock of mv life when
he answered his dorm rOOm door.
He was abour six foot se,·en~..in
diameter. And when he shook m\hand. Ithought Hi never get it oack.
So there I was, face-to-knee with
the big man on campus. wondering
how Iwas going to relate American
Literaru;e to The Hulk.·
Bur then he pulled out a can of
Orange Cappuccino. Iwas shocked~
~ou!d it ~ that this rough jock
lIked Irs ddlcate taste: And when
Bone Crusher brought our the bone
chin~ Iwas beyond belief:
Reading the expression all m\'
face. he said, ",\That can Isa\'? Ilike it.
The Cafe Francais is prem'
too." \'ell, whos ~ing to argue. I
thought.. As we Sipped our OranO"e
Qippuccino, I discovered that Bilh- Jo
loyes reading novels; his onlv problem
was poetI}: So I~\'e him rips on
readmg Emily Dickinson, and he
~aye ?1e·~copy of Ann Beatties
-Falhng m Place.'"
AU I could. think was, Dad's neyer
going to beIie\'e this!

good,

Group offers
AIDs. info
for students
".,...

by Dan Dzuranin

The Uni~'ersity News
A student AIDS education com·
mittee currently is being organized
through the BSU Student Activities
Office. SAO student intern Janel
Dumble said 27 students serving on
the committee are gathering AIDS·
related information
to establish a
library by the end of the semester.
The committee, she said, is in the
"beginning stages" and is'!laying the
groundwork"
for future plans.
The library· will provide easy access
to AIDS information
for students,
Dumble said. The information
wiII
include what AIDS is; how it is
spread,
prevention
methods
and
where AIDS testing is available.
Students on the committee
arc
"educating
themselves,"
Dumb!e
said, and they are reviewing written
mnterials and videos. .
.
Accurate
and
up-to-date information is needed
"to counteract
any fears that
students
have, ..
she said. Gathering information
will . be an ongoing process.
Janet Dumble
According
to
. Dumblc, the committee "is not get·
ting involved in the condom issue at

.alI."
Committee plans include surveying
BSU students to rmd out what they
know about AIDS and what information . they \\uuld like· to know,
Dumble said. An AIDS aWareness
week in the faU also is planned., she
added.
.
Dumble said currently DO AIDS
cases

M\"e been rcportcdollaunpus.

,

····l~

In Brief
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CPS~A bill that would put teeth received' federal funds, all the col. back in efforts to force campuses to . lege's programs had to prove they did
treat women fairly has passed the not discriminate .
U.S. Senate, but reportedly may have
But Grove City officialsconvinctrouble passing the House' of ed the Supreme Court to rule that
Representatives.
only the specific office that directly
The bill, .called the Civil Rights received the federal money-on most
Restoration Act, aims to overturn the campuses only the financial aid,
U.S. Supreme Court's 1984 "Grove library, physical plant and research
City" decision, which, in turn, effec- departments-had
to comply with
tively stopped the government from rtue'ix.
trying to pressure colleges into ending
The bill now in Congress would .
discrimination.
make whole campuses subject to Ti.
In all, Grove City has stopped the .tle IX.
government from probing 674college
It "will do what it should, unless
discrimination complaints-ranging
amendments continue to weaken
from allegations schools had failed it, "according to Ann Shipley of the
to promote female faculty members American Association of University
to charges they failed to provide ade- Women.
quateathletic
opportunities for
Shipley said an amendment to the
students-Greenberger said.
Senate version of the bill, which was
The government, she said, argued passed in early February, would forit "had no jurisdiction" in the cases. bid school. health clinics to supply
The Supreme Court decision arose "any benefit or service related to
from a lawsuit filed by officials at abortion. "
Pennsylvania's Grove City College,
The amendment, she said, may
who asserted that 'Title IX of the persuade the House to reject the
Education Amendments of 1972was whole bill when it starts debating it
in March.
.
unfair.
Title IX forbids recipients of
President Reagan said he would
federal funds from discriminating on veto the bill in its present form
the basis of gender.
because it extends the principle of
responsibility
Until 1984,the U.S. Department of institution-wide
Education, which was charged with beyond campuses, and because it also
cover
laws banning
enforcing the law, officially inter- would
preted Title IX to mean that if any discrimination on the bases of race,
one program or student.on a campus physical. handicaps and age.

Students
foot bill
for protest
cleanup

Feellearings',s,tq ...
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· ...•Hearin~("l~lIe~t~d
$tud~ffeeincr~ases wnj,b~h~idM~r~hjO
beginning af2I).m:.in. ·the.Student Unioir $eiUlte'.Chambers;'':'<:".
Groups requesting feeinc.reasesareTbe\Vellne$SaildFitneSsCe*et.,;
which is ·l'equesting$i,'ih~C()mpul~t. ~er's'oroii~.:tfiC! 'U,ilivf?{Siiy',.
'.News~ whieinisrequesting$2anq
StudentResi~CntiaILifc.,which)~'
."
'.'l'equesting\lnincreastj instudenthousiil& .1'l\tes.>:'',',;:: ::,,"."':',',: .;'
Those Wishingto testify at the hearings may sign 'up in' advance In .
· the Office o(the Vice President for-Student AffairS.Written testirilonY .
'also may' be submitted tIiereinadVlin~e. PeCiPIe&ivil189raliestiinony ••,.,
· sliouldpies~tawrilten
copy of thllttestimonyto.ilie:h~ingoffi~l~
..•..

..'

~'."

.::-

;--. '.~; .

The annual St\ld;~tReCOgnitionD'inn~t'~(j-bilt;lcl.Ma1"CIl'.14_at.·
6:30p.m. intlteSt\ldent Union·~allrOom •. ·.';.<.i".,·.
'.' ......:' ..
The. dinner isdesig~edtoexJlressappreciatipn
t(),5tJ.1denigovern~ .
rnent ,officers•.other· call1PusJeadersand .specjal,g~e$,ts:~nd,!O."en- .
courage. acoritinuatlon of,'leaderSllipand'~eiYiecr9nJhecampusas
.".
'as in comniupity.state and 'national affaits,~'llcti:?t:t!ingU.lldet~ .:
·.ter .by Vice ;PresidentJor Student ,Affairs Dr. DaYl4'!ilylor, ':,\ ,0 .....
State Supetintenden!ofPubliclnsltuction
Jerr)l.Eva~swill bethe '.
,guest' speaker, and', Miss Idaho, . Holly.Hill.
wil' provide' thr,
entertainmept. .. .
,
.. ,

c,

(

well

;:.. ,;.'--'

EI19Ii$....rJ$~tsgi"ij
',.
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ROTC packs bags

"',

. The English Millimal Competency E~U1llwill.begive!'i,Marcl1j6and';
17bet'Yc;en8:30.a;Jri.ltlld8p.m.Th~e'flUUvvillb'egivenj~'Clll'fY~6ve.r ..,
.
.
students· from EOIO. E1Ql; EIU, El23, E!02and-E112and
in~clas~,
CPS-Warnings
that budget cuts pear safe for the moment, Army ofstudents in' EOIO;'EI01iElltilIldE123,',
......•: ··.'.i/>f;,;),::,'.;· •.
·.·,.:·
may force many campul) RarC pro- ficials said they also are considering'
Tile Marchexain. is nofgl,ventostudentscurrentIyenroIli:d
InEI02:·.
grams to shut down have come true. cuts similar to the Air Force's.
•and EBi ortrallsfer.Md~turnl~gsiij4~rts.l'Mse,~h~Qe~~n,ay~~~e, Since Feb. I, the Air Force has an"It's a matter of budget," Stephen·the retest given on Apru: ~ llitd<2V.· ',>, ,i:,t:;;':",;'·;/
;,;\ ;),';",.
nounced it will soon close ROTC pro- son said.
.'.'For more. information"ca!I·$h~rrYdropp;a(3~S,1423.,ot38S4i9.g
•.''. grams on 30 campuses, affecting
The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
",
,;,'.' ""', '
...;--.- "'.": .~,:",:':-~..:~-:--','" -~ ,.: <;',-". >;<-::>/,;-,,;;,,;-~,!, -._.'-"'~-;-'-.~:",
4,448 students, and merge sevenother billaJlced-budget law has left ail the
college programs into facilities at military branches scrambling for
nearby schools.
ways to cut a total of $32.9 billion
Underclassmen in the programsfrom their spending for the Oct. I,
roughly about two-thirds of those 1988-Sept 30, 1989 fiscal year.
enrolled in them-probably will not
MOTHERS WITH 6 AND. 7·YEAR·OLDS NEEDED
The Air Force, Stephenson said,
get the scholarships once promised to .could save $14 million by closing the
FOR RESEARCH PROJECT AT BSU
them, Capt. Bill Stephenson of Air 30 campus programs and con$8-$12 for 1 Hour
Force'RarC said.
solidating seven others.
While Navy Rare programs apMothers and children JUdge stories In which children engage In minor mischief.
No personal Information requested. Each child Is paid $,1 Immedlately·after the
experiment. The mother Is mailed a check for $8 or $12 depending on the number
of family members that participate. For appointments, call Dr. Leon, Psychology
Department, BSU, 3&5·1993/.1207.
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RUN FOR ASBSU STUDENT
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OFFICES
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~
~
~

Colleges of Business, Arts & Sciences,

~.

& Public Affairs,

Social Sciences

Va-Tech and Graduate.

l+-

Pick' upcandidl\cy applications and petitions
at ASBSU Offices on the second floor
of the StudentUnion.:- .

CPS-University of California
at Santa Barbara officials may
believe in students' rights to protest, but they want students to pay
for. that right, too.
.
Administrators last week billed
an arm of UCSB's student
government for $211 to pay for
cleaning up after' 150 students
who occupied Chancellor Barbara
Uehling's outer office Nov. 5,
1987, to protest the hiring of a
CIA agent as a visiting professor.
"Why
are they billing
(us)?"Student
Lobby Annex
Director Jaime Acton asked The
Daily Nexus, the campus paper.
The reason,
UCSB administrator Bob Kuntz said, is
that the Student Lobby sponsored
the November rally, which led 150'
students to occupy Uehling's office and leave it "in disarray, with
trash on the floor, new stains on
the carpet and some walls adorned with small amounts of
graffiti. "
Acton denied the Student Lobby was solely responsible for the
damages:
"If they think
that the
demonstration represented the
sentiments of one organization,
which only consists of a few people, then they missed the point
altogether," he said.
Acton added the UCSB police,
who eventually broke up the occupation
and' arrested
38
demonstrators in the incident,
might have caused some of rhe
damage, too.
"I don't believe our officers
were writing on the walls," UCSB
campus Police Chief John MacPherson said.

Boise State University Continuin.9 Education

/8iJ
Learn About
BSU's Foreign Campuses
ITALY SPAIN - FRANCE
MEXICO
Informational Meeting with Slide and Video
Presentations plus 1988--89Brochures
.
and Posters
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Bill would aid women

l~lCampuH

Monday, March 7, 1988

Featuring CARMELOURZA, University of Nevada, Reno;
LINDA URQUIDl,Assistant Director, Continuing Eclucation,BSU;
ESTEFANIA YANCI,Basque/HispaniclFrench/ltalian
Studies'
Student Advisor, BSU plus Program Facufly

Thursday, March 10
.
.
.' 12:00 noon -2:00 p.m.
.
BSU~tudentUniofl
Bldg., Nez Perce Room
Refreshments Served

fnformatiq'n: 385-1818 .
. Continuing Education: A Service to Idaho
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The University-News

BSU should .help pay fee
.

.

.

/

BSU student are being asked to make an investment for the future, to pay for
something they probably will not see but which will benefit future students-s-an
improved and renovated Student Union, including a west-end addition near the
Education Building, and improved student housing.
That seems fair. The plans as they have been presented are excellent. They include office space for student groups, improved dining, both upstairs and down, '
more event facilities, a student lounge with art displayed and music available, better audio-visual equipment and myriad other admirable, usefui and, in many cases,
necessary improvements. (See the story on page one for 'a more complete list.)
These improvements would mean a jump in student fees or $65 over the next
couple years, however.
That's a lot of money, but it's not an unfair price for the improvements planned.
Unfortunately, as we said, the students, and the students alone, are being asked
to pay it.
Or rather, it is being asked that the students pay it. The State Board of Education already has approved the increase and the legislature is considering it, but the
students were-not asked first.
The fault, however, is not with the Union staff. They could have asked that a
question be placed on the ballot in the next ASBSU election, but that would have
meant a delay of at least a month 'and, in the end, would not have mattered.
It is the State Board which first approves the fee and the legislature which finally passes it. This system needs to be changed to allow more student input. Perhaps
if the legislature puts a student on the State Board, students will have that input.
Consideration of the flaws in the system should not mar our enthusiasm for the
renovation project, though. We think the idea is a good one, which will benefit
both the students and the university as a whole.
\.
That is why we think the university as a whole should help pay for the project. '
The students will benefit from all the facilities, conveniences and other improvements listed both above and on the front page. It seems fair that they should
help pay for the project.
The university will benefit from having a better, more productive building which
attracts more students and brings in more revenue. The prestigious new building
probably will help increase enrollment. It is even possible thatimproved dorms and
dining facilities will attract more students to the residence halls. Every department
on campus will have access to more and better facilities for meetings, banquets,
ceremonies and social events. The university is not helping pay for the project. Do
we need we say that this doesn't seem fair?
We feel strongly that this project needs to happen, but we feel equally strongly
that the legislature should find some way to divide the cost between the university,
or the state, and the students,even if it means changing the law to do so.

Letters Policy-----------Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced and no longer than 500words
(2 typed pages). The letters must be signed and
a telephone number provided for our verification procedures.
The University News reserves the right to
edit letters for spelling, grammar, punctuation,
length and libelous or offensive content,

The editorial staff encourages readers,
whether students, faculty or community
members, to respond to any of the contents
of the newspaper, as well as subjects of general
interest.
The staff will make every effort to print all
letters which meet the policy requirements.
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COMMENTARY

New-paradigm meanspeace
by Deanah Liebenthal
The University News
THE PARADIGMS
THEY ARE A
CHANGIN'.
What does that mean? Just what the heck
is a paradigm anyway? Simply put, a paradigm
is a set of ideas and values that we use to define
our reality. It is my opinion and the opinion
of many other individuals that our beliefs and
values desperately need to be changed, and are
being changed by some of the more insightful
people. That is why I claim that there will be
a major change in our world view.
Are you still unclear as to just what a
paradigm is? A little historical information
may add some clarity to this concept. During
the medieval period, society operated within
. the medieval paradigm (that makes sense).
That was a time when every human endeavor
and purpose could be and was tied to God. It
was commonly agreed that we werecreated and
. put on this earth by God. We wen: granted a
mortal life and our sole purpose for existence
was to try to get back toa right relationship
with God through enlightenment and salvation. All sources of knowledge and truth were
through God, as mandated by whatever church
happened to be dominant.
Then we experienced a revolution of
paradigms
and had what's called a
paradigmatic shift. Our fundamental beliefs
changed from a religious to a more positivist,
scientific outlook. This time also was known
as the "Age of Reason" as society was very interested in the principles of law and order.
The Newtonian paradigm is the one we have
been dwelling in for hundreds of years and are
now struggling away from. The paradigm on
the not-so-distance horizon (I hope) is' being
called the Einstienlan paradigm. This paradigm focuses on a more emotional level, although it is not totally devoid' of the earlier
mentioned scientific method. Things like ESP,
metaphysics,
and the 100th-monkey
phenomena are accepted in this paradigm. This

is the 'paradigm of the New Age.
I personally await this paradigmatic shift,
because in this paradigm we just may be able
to achievepeace and equality. Perhaps this New
Age paradigm will allow us to incorporate a
more emotional and compassionate method of
governance rather than our current cold, emotionless, and cutthroat philosophies.
. We .need to accept a new and. better
paradigm without fear and eventually look
honestly at our place in history and in contemporary issues.
This a time when we have to disassociate
ourselves from oppressive governments and
take a stand. We can no longer simply accept
the propagandized information that. we are
spoon fed by our government.
.This is a time to ask questions and to thin k
in new ways, Some of the questions we may
choose to ask are: How are we tied economically to the oppressive South African policy of
Apartheid? Why arc we so ready to accept inequality between the genders when it is obvious
that it exists? Why is it that we always side with
the. people who oppress, like the Israelis and
the Contras? Why do we allow our Americanbased multinational corporations so shamefully 'to exploit developing Third World
countries-profits? And lastly, in our dealings
with the Soviet Union.why arc we so ready to
blame them for the Cold War and also the advancement of the nuclear threat, when in reality the United States has broken more treaties
with them than they with us?
I say it is time to answer.these questions anti
that it is time for change; change in our basic
ideas and values regarding other inhabitants
of the planet, We no longer can afford to consider ourselves the best at everything. It is that
ethnocentric and arrogant attitude that will not
only change our world but possibly destroy it.
And that's why I say, with a tone of hope in
my voice, that THE PARADIGMS. THEY
ARE A CHANGIN'.

Reviewers
Wan Birt
Philip DeAngeli
~teve Farneman
~Sports Editor
Tom Lloyd
Sports Writer
David Dunn

The University News publishes weekly on Mondays during the fall and spring'
semesters, and distributes 10,000 copies on and off campus. The University
News is an exclusively student-run organization. The newspaper's faculty adviser is Danicl Morris. Comments, questions Or letters to the editor can be
mailed to: The University News, Boise State University, 160311 University
Drive. Boise, Idaho, 83725. Our offices are located at 1603V, University Drivc.,
across from the SUB. Our phone is (208)345-8204. The yearly subscription'
price is $15.
'
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Sabbatical offers profs a rest
by Rik Fannon
The University News

BSU's Sabbatical Program offers
professors a chance to rest and
recuperate while performing important research,' according to Program
Director Charles Davis.
The program allows a professor to
take a semester or year off from
classes to conduct an approved
research project, while still receiving
pay.
Research projects often require
travel to places with better libraries
or laboratories, but the program cannot afford to fund faculty travel.
Usually, faculty members obtain
research grants, from outside
organizations to fund travel.
The program's budget is used on-

Keiser plans
to keep club
membership

Sf u m ping:

Don Gephardt, brother of presidential candidate
Richard Gephardt, made a quick campaign stop1"or his brother at BSU
March 5. Gephardt is president of Long Island Community College.

Hispanics oppose

English-only bill
by Judith Carthan and Nancy Reid
special to The University News

education, which, he said, was "a
failure,' He said bilingual education
"providesa.crutch.for people' to reMore than 20 BSU students and main in their own language," and
members of the Hispanic comrnuni-: does not promote' integration into
ty marched to the state capitol March 'American society.
2 to show their opposition to a bill
However, he said, the English
making English the official language Language Amendment introduced by
of Idaho.
u.s. Senator Steve Symrns, R-Idaho,
Hispanic students and represen- could threaten bilingual education.
tatives from Hispanic groups are con- Crane said he introduced the H499
cerned about the possible passage of to add momentum to the Symms
the official language bill, which, they amendment and to the English First
said, is racist and detrimental to the movement.'
• '
Hispanic community.
Symrns said in a letter addressed
Rep. Ron Crane, R-Caldwell, who to Americans, "Thdayour. unity is
sponsored the bill, introduced the threatened by people who say English
same legislation two years ago. The has no more rights, than •foreign
House overwhelmingly passed the languages. They' aredemanding-cbill then, but it was killed by the and getting-federal money for bi!Senate. On March 2, the House nar- ingual education programs that don't
rowly passed the bill and sent it on teach kids proper English."
.
to the Senate.
Alvarado said bilingual education
"It's not fair; it's not racist," Crane boosts Hispanic culture, adding that
said in response to Hispanic opposi~. it is beneficial for all children to be
tion to the bill. "The premise is essen- exposed to different 'languages, 'as
tially to learn English first, to func-, they are in other countries.'
tion in society." Similar bills have
Crane, however, said that bil- ,
passed in five states and are pending ingualism has brought about the
in 19 other states, he added.
potential for civil war in Quebec, and
But Hispanic students at BSUsaid
the English First Movement will prethey were not sure.aboutthe inten- .vent the same strife from occurring
tion behind the '.bill and possible in the United States.
repercussions, such as cutting fundAnother reason Crane said his bill
ing for Hispanic and bilingual should pass is to simplify the recorprograms.'
ding of official' documents,' which
"We were conditioned to view the currently are filed in English and the
Spanishlangauge as negative," BSU nativeIangauge of the, applicant.
Student Rosario Alvarado said.'
Crane said" other ethnic groups
"That's detrimental. to 'our self- support . the legislation, and "the
image, because our language is part
Hispanics are the only cultural group
of ourheritage,"
that ~pp()sed this bill strongly."
Alvarado, a member of MovimienHispanic leaders may be opposed
to Estudiantil Chicano de Azi!an,a , to the legislation, Crane said, because
nationwide student', organization to they will lose their power over other
promote Hispanic culture, said she Hispanics as they 'earn English and
recalls' the" years "before, bilingual become independent of those leaders.
education' when her sister was,
' But Alvarado said the bill simply
physiciilly. punished, fot,. SPeaking "promotes -, discrimination, " and
Spanish in grammar school.
theiigroup plans a rally, before the
Crane said his blllwould nofafbill is. debated on the Senate floor.
feet federal funding for bilingual

Iy to pay a replacement teacher while
a professor is away and limits the
number of sabbaticals. Davis said,
"We had 19 proposals, but we only
had funds for nine of them."
Sabbaticals serve two important
roles, Davis said. First, they allow
"rest and rejuvenation" to help prevent burnout. "After a. certain
amount of time, people need time
away to recover."He said it is believed that recovery periods help professors teach better.
Sabbaticals
also encourage
research. Every branch of the arts
and sciences benefits from the use of
research to expand knowledge, Davis
said. A constant teaching schedule,
however, allows little time for indepth research; and universities all
over the country, including BSU, are

becoming increasingly researchoriented.
Davis said that "since the university has become more researchoriented, this program has become
more important."
Among the sabbaticals currently
funded or approved, Davis said, are
projects to analyze and interpret the
music of South America-to research
a paper on "The Face of American
Protestant Nationalism";
to investigate why, with the number of
female athletes on the rise, the
number of female coaches is on the
decrease; and to experiment with the
nature of perception, and whether it
can be likened to a "spotlight or a
zoom lense."

by Jim Chivers
The University News

evening of the center's fund raiser.
According to Keiser, many BSU
Foundation members are members of
BSU President John Keiser said at the Arid Club. The BSU Foundation
a faculty luncheon that his Arid Club pays for Keiser's membership.
membership helps fund-raising acKeiser said that, although he is not
tivities, adding that he plans to con- a voting member of the club, he
tinue his membership.
believed .that the issue of allowing
He later said that the money rais- women into the club before 6 p.m.
ed for the Morrison Center is a good will be passed by voting club
example of this since VelmaMorrison members.
was presentat the Arid Club the'

Weneed
someonewitb

..agoodback,
strOngstomam,

.. ··levelhead
. and
a bigheart.

. We have a unique opportunity for someone special.
A chance to spend two years in another country." To live
and work in another culture. Tolearn a new language and
acquire new skills.
,
The person we're looking for might be a farmer,
a forester, or a retired nurse. Or maybe a teacher, a
mechanic, or a recent college graduate.
We need someone to join over 5,000 people already
working in 60 developing countries around the world.
.To help people live better lives.
, '"
"
We need someone special. And we ask a lot.
But only because so much is needed. If this sounds'
interesting to you, maybe you're the person we're
,looking for. A Peace Corps
.
volunteer. Our representatives,
will be pleased to discuss-the
C"'o'-I"
•
opportunities with you.
The toughestjob yOu'D everIove~

Peace COrpS'

SPECIAL- EVENTS

INFORMATION BOOTH
Tues., Mar. 29 "
9 a.m.-,:l p.m.
SUB Lobby

, Tues., Mar. 29
Noon-e- t.p.m.
Teton Room, SUB
Film Presentation & Discussion
'Tues, Mar. 29
7-"9 p.m.
TEitonRoom
"peace Corps Opportunities. '
WorldWide"
A slide show & discussion led

. 'by"

.'

former volunteers

"SCHEDULED
INTERVIEWS
, Wed., Apr. 13
Sign up In advance,
Career Planning Office

CALENDAR
7Mon. 10 Thurs.

SPB film, Blrdy, SPEC, 7 p.m.;
admission to all SPB films is
free to BS.U-students.with activity cards, $1 for faculty and
staff and $2.50 for the general
public.
Women's basketball, Northern
Arizona University vs. BSU,
Pavilion, 7:30 p.m.
BSU continuing
education
workshop, "Effective, accurate,
efficient:
Documentation
Dilemmas," McCleary Auditorium, St. Alphonsus Regional
Medical Center, 8:30 a.m.-4:30
p.m.

8 no«.

BSUAOP. meeting and luncheon, Student Union Lookout
Room, 11:30a.m.-1 p.in.
Boise Philharmonic Rehearsal,
Morrison Center, Room B·125,
7:30-10p.m., free.

gwed.

PDQ Bach with the Boise
Philharmonic, Morrison Center,
8:15 p.m., tickets $9-18.
SPB film,ln the Yearof the Pig,
Student Union Ada Lounge,
3:15 p.m.
Facultylstaff luncheon, Robert
Sims, Student Union Lookout
Room, 12:15p.m.

Timothy Leary, SPEC, 8 p.rn.,
tickets $3 for students, $5 for
general public.

Senior plano recital,
Lora
Borgholthaus, Morrison Center
Recital Hall, 8 p.m., tree:

11Ft;.

Music department Faculty Ar·
tlst Series, Johann Helton,
guitar, and Mike sembau.trombone, Morrison Center Recital
Hall, 8 p.m.
SPB' film, Young Doctors In
Love, SPEC, 6:30 p.m.
Alpha Blondy and the Solar
System, reggae concert, Stu.
dent Union Ballroom, 8 p.m.,
tickets are $5 for students, $8
for general public at all Selecta-Seat outlets, $6-10 at the
door.

12 Sat.

S"SUAII·comers Meet, women's
and men's track and field meet,
Bronco Stadium, noon.

13

sun

.

Oak Ridge. Boys in concert
with T. Graham Brown and
Davi.d Lynn Jones, Pavlllon,
7:30p.m., tickets are $15 and
available at all Select-a-Seat
locations.

Tax form assistance by IRS and
SPB film, The Untouchables,
Beta Alpha Psi for low income
SPEC, 7 p.m.
and elderly people, Business
Building, Room 215,7-9:30p.m. - Idaho Theatre for Youth, BSU
. Reading Center, 2 p.m., admisBoise Public Library, Buy Me a
sion is $2.50 with tax.
Horse, presented by Norma
and Laurie ·Dart and Shannon
Sweaney, BPL Auditorium, 8:30
p.m., free.
.

Faculty
artists
to play
The BSU Faculty Artist
Series continues with a
performance by music
department
professors
Johann
Helton
and
Michael
Samball
on
March 11 at 8 p.m. in the
Morrison Center Recital
Hall.
Helton and Samball will
perform
separately.
Helton will present works
by
Molino,
Kovats,
Folzwagon and Torroba
and will be assisted by
Craig Purdy on violin and
cello, Doug Ball on cello
. and Ruth Huetlgg on
piano. In addition to these
pieces, Helton will present
two works
he
composed.
Samball, assisted by
Del Parkinson on piano,
Craig Purdy on violin and
Doug Ball on cello, will
present works by Gaillard,
Sulek, Persichetti and
Fillmore.
General admission to
the performance Is $4,
with senior citizens admitted for $2 and no
charge to BSU students,
staff and faculty,

Senior offers
piano selections

P.D.Q. Bach, a parody pf classical music, '
formed in the Morrison Center on Marc~
Boise Philharmonic.
."
i
Barkley's-W.D.
Hall & John Pack, Mar. 9·13
Bouquet-Jay Walkers, Mar. 7; Hl-Tops, Mar. 8-12
Broadway Bar-Fox Fire, Mar. 11·12.
Cassldy's-Lee
Carey, Mar. 7, 9, 11; Doreen Robinson,
Mar. 8, 10, 12
"
Crazy Horse-Alter Native, Mar. 7; Section 8, Mar. 10-12
D.J.'s-Ernle & the Army, Mar, 7; Targa,Mar. 8-13
Dino's-Weapon,
Mar. 7-12
The Flicks-Kevin
Kirk, Mar. 13
Hannah's-Redstone,
Mar. 8-12
Hl-Ho Club-Winewood,
Mar. 7·12
Lock, Stock & Barrel-Dave Young and Rob Harding, Mar.
7-12; Bluegrass. Band, Mar. 13
Nendel's';""Prime Time, Mar. 8·12
The Nook-Judy Willing, Mar. 12; April & Terrell, Mar. 13
Pengllly's-Kaserman,
Mar. 9·12
Peter Schott's-Kevin
Kirk, Mar. 10-12
Ranch Club-Stage Talk, Mar. 7·12; Larry Walker Band,
Mar. 13
Red Lion Rlvel'Slde-Jim Vermilion, Mar. 8-12
The River...,The Bottom Line, Mar. 7-12 _
Salt & Pepper's C'est La Vle-J-105 Night, Mar. 9; Salt
& Pepper, Mar. 10-12
Sandpiper-John
Hansen, Mar. 9·12
Sunshine Saloon- T.T. Miller Band, Mar. 7.12
Tom GralneY's~John Hansen Acoustic Jam, Mar. 7; Jay
Walkers, Mar; 8·9; Flashback, Mar. 10-12
Turf Club-The Larry Walker Band, Mar. 7.13
The Zoo-Big Bang Theory, Mar. 7.12."

.

AlphaBlondymakes
Hailed as one of the
best reggae artists of
1987, Africa's Alpha Blondy and the Solar ~ystem
will perform
at, BSU .
March 11 at p.m. inthe
Student Union Ballroom.
Alpha Blondy, whJch

a-

BSU
senior
Lora
Borgholthaus will present
an everilnq of piano works
on. March 10 at 8 p.m. in
the Morrison
Center
Recital Hall.
Borgholthaus, a stu.
dent of BSU professor
Madeleine Hsu and a two- .
- time winner of the Chair.
man's Honor
Recital
"Award, will performworks
by Bach, Mozart, Franch,
Barber and Faure. In addltion to these pieces,
Borgholthaus will present
the premiere performance'
of" composer
Brent
Pierce's Harlem Pavanne
which he hasdadlcated
to her. "
"
Admission
recital is free.

translates as "first bandit," comes from Africa's
Ivory Coast. He has
released several albums,
including two recorded
with The !Nailers.
His first album, Yah
Glory, sold over a million

I
C'

ts

hi

tV

pI

Former 1960sLSD guru'
to lecture in SPEC

SPB shows comedy, crime
. This week, SPB will
In The Untouchables,
partment agent who leads
feature four films, Birdy,
blood and alcohol flow a deadly crusade against
In the Year of the Pig,
freely in prohibition-era
AI Capone's ruthless synYoung Doctors in Love
Chicago.
During this
dicate.
and The Untouchables.
violent period, an incorBirdy will be shown
In Birdy, a young man
ruptlble band of lawmen March 7 in the SPEC at 7
experiences the horrors
known
as the
Un- p.m. In the Yearof the Pig
of Vietnam and withdraws
touchables formed. Dlreo- will play March 9 in the
into a fantasy world. Peter
tor Brian DePalma scor- Student
Union
Ada
Gabriel
scored
the
ches the screen with this Lounge at 3:15p.m. Yaung
soundtrack.
thrilling cops-and-robbsrs
Doctors in Love will show
Directed by Emile de
epic, and Kevin Costner March 11 In the SPEC at
Antonio, In the Yearof the
stars as 6:30 p.m., and The Un- Pig tells the history of the
the tear- touchables
will
be
Vietnam War through a
less trea- featured in the SPEC'
collage of rare news toot- .
sury de- March 13 at 7 p.m.
age, anti-war speeches
All SPB films are free to
and political propaganda.
BSU students with actlvlYoung Doctors in Love
ty cards, $1 for faculty and
does to hospitals what
staff and $2;50 tor the
Airplane did to disaster
general public.
films. Lunatics, trans.
vestltes and hookers abound in this
hospital, where
death by laugh·
ter Is a danger.

Timothy Leary, who
Richard Nixon once called "the most dangerous
man alive," will give a leeture at BSU March 10 at 8
p.m. in the SPEC.
Leary will present a program divided into three
sections, with a lecture
urging individuals
to
"think for themselves,"
followl.ng a30·minute
q ues t lo n-and-ans we r
period.
Lastly,
a "mental
fitness workshop" will
use new Thought Processing software produced by Leary's company,
Futique. Audience memo
bers will be asked to
select thoughts they wish
to scan and the program
will be used to screen the
elemental structures of
those thoughts.
Leary is best known as
the spokesman for the
counter-culture revolution

cl will be per-

ch 9 with the
I

:I

of the 1960s and coined
the "turn on, tune in, drop
out" motto of the movement. Prior to this, he was
a psychologist and one of
the fathers of. the New
Age, or humanist, psy-.
chology movement in
American.
Tickets for Leary's SPB·
sponsored lecture are $3
for students and $5 for
the general public and are
available at the door.

s tour stop at BSU
copies. Cocody Rock
features The Wallers, and
h,is third, Apartheid is
Nazism, has. received
positive critical response.
Advance tickets are $5
for students;. $8 for the
general public and are

available through Selecta-Seat outlets. Tickets
will be available at the
door for $6 and $10.
, The concert is sponsored by SPB.

Oak Ridg~Boys bringing cQuntrytunes
The award·wlnning Oak
Ridge Boys will perform
with t Graham Brown and .
David Lynn Jones In the
Pavilion March 13 at 7:30
p.m.
Since their decision In
1975 .to chang~fr.om
gospel to country/rock,
the Oak Ridge Boys have

.
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won a string ofvlmpressivehonors,
. in·
eluding Vocal Group of
the Year from the Country
Music Association and"
the Academy. of Country
Music. They have won
Single of the Year,Album
ot.the Yearand Country
Music Group of the Year

-
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from music trade publlcations three times.
Their television ·ap.
pearances have brought
jhem a greater audlence
and include. The Tonight
Show, .The DUkes of /:faizaid, HeeHaw,
P.M..
Magazine, Entertainment
. Tonlg/:1t,20/20, NBC Nevys

_,

..,'''',.''''..
-

-
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-
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.

•Magazine
and many
others. They have made
special appearances on
West' Germany's Bavarian
Broadcasting
and the
BBC.
...
.

.Tlckets for the. pertermanes are $15.
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Australia's Church reappears with 'Starfish'

RICIRDS
by Steve Farneman

The University News
Just one year ago, the future of the
Church did not look promising. The
Australian quartet had been dumped.
by it~ .American jecord label and
reportedly was plagued by financial
problems after its '86 world tour. At
the same time, bassist, lead singer
and lyricist
Steve Kilbey and
guitarists Marty Wilson-Piper
and
Peter Koppes
all released
wellreceived solo projects.
'
Enter Arista Records. Seeking to
expand its rock roster, the label signed the Church and has released Starfish, the group's sixth album, with
some healthy promotion.
Starfish more or less continues the
Church's rich tapestry of mysterious,
atmospheric
guitar neopsychedlia

with Kilbey's sublime vocal seductions floating above. This despite the
unlikely production team prescribed
by Arista. Starfish was recorded in
Los' Angeles (the first time the
Church has recorded in the U.S.) with
local studio stalwarts Greg Ladanyi
and Waddy Wachtel (whose riames
have appeared on records by Don
Henley. Kim Carnes, Stevie Nicks
and Warren Zevon to name but a few)
producing with the band.
Although at first somewhat disturbing.
the producers'
work
is
undeniably good most of the time,
giving the banda tight. crisp sound
with a beefed-up drum and a more
riff-heavy guitar sound. The production does a good job of bringing out
the band's aggressive. menacing side
with less of the detached driftiness
that
permeated
Starfish's
. predecessors.
"Under ·the Milky Way." the
album's single, has layers of studio
gloss but is striking and unquestionably the band's best single since
"The Unguarded Moment" in 1981.
It's also the best single with great
potential to be released so far this

year with its .haunting mood and
probably the spaciest bagpipe/guitar
solo that's ever been heard.
.

If~;;'~III~;~lllli

outNothing
and grabs
on the
first,
elsethe
on listener
the album
reaches
listen. though.' The Church
has
always made records that require
some careful explorations before the
songs start to kick in.
"Destination"
opens the album
with a shroud of mystery entangled
with atmospheric breaks that evoke
a real "sleeper" feeling. "Lost" seems
to be a surprisingly straightforward
love song while David Lindley'smandolin gives the uplifting "Antenna"
a stunning. folky sway.
. "North,' South. East and West"
and "Reptile" both show off the
band's aggressive underbelly quite
nicely while Wilson-Piper's
"Spark"
and Koppes' "A New Season" are
fine . testaments to their respective
songwriting skills.
"Spark, .. however, sounds a little
too bombastic for its aim and would
have worked better if.it sounded less
produced.
Likewise, some of the
more-pronounced
guitar solos. such'
as that in Kilbey's dreamy and exotic

"Hotel Womb," seem to be somewhat pointless. The usual lyric sheet
also would have been nice as Kilby's
imagery is a bit hard to decipher
much of the time and sometimes ean
be confusing.
Regardless, Starfish is nowhere
near disappointing
and is very enjoyable from start to finish once all

its hidden treasures are revealed. This
album is very deserving of the attention which has eluded
one of
Australia's finest exports and is a fine
place to dive into the Church's
aquarium.

GRADE: A·

Firehose's latest tends to ramble abstractly
by Wan Blrt

Crawford, who contributed sparingly
on Ragin' Full
but delivers prolifically here, with the album opening, spirited "Sometimes;" "Soon," a
kinetic tempo twister that is supported. beautifully
by Crawford's
grainy voice, and "In Memory of
Elizabeth Cotton,"
a weaving duet
with Los Angeles Folksinger Phrane,
deepen
Firehose's
sound
considerably.
Bassist Mike Watt still possesses
much of the song writing ability he
exhibited
. so
well
with
the
Minutemen,
and he does write the.
bulk of If'n's music. Perhaps the
penultimate
cut off this labor is
. "Honey Please," an infectious rocker
based on the thick, singing bassline
of Walt and punctuated with deftness

and precision
by Crawford
and
Hurley.
"WindmiIling,"
surprisingly, was
written by Hurley and stands with the
best of the others'
writings. as
evidenced in its autistic lyrics~'1Wo
of us windrnilling,
swirling
in
another time / Let my feet touch the
ground, the doors revolve and choirs
sing / Wheels in motion / What life
you draw from me!" This song is a
showcase for Hurley's chameleon-like
mastery of the finer points of filling
a song with interesting percussion
and embodiments.
_ Unfortunately,
the album
too
often drifts into incomprehensible
abstraction with, cuts such as "Hear
Me," "Making the Freeway" and the
"Thunder Child." These and a few

On.
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The backcover
to Firehose's
storybook ending closed in 1987 with
a well received album Ragin' Full On,
one of SST records' best sellers and
a rejuvenating boost to the meandering careers of the finest rhythm section in the land. Mike Watt and
George Hurley.
Unfortunately, as often occurs, the
gamut of human experience encompasses many peaks and valleys, and
one quality occasionally
manifests
itself in the form of the other. Musicians, in· this case Firehose, are certainly no exception, as evidenced in
their 1988 release If'n.
The tone is uneven and choked

RICIRBS
with
maddening
discontinuity.
Therein lies the perplexity of this
album.
Its interludes
of fresh.
energetic blasts of acute urgency are
all
too
often
succeeded
by
momentum-smothering
abstract
ramblings. The pieces fit together like
a warped jigsaw puzzle. A good portion of the beforementioned
opulent
urgency gathers from the evolving
songwriting
ability
of
vocalist/guitarist
Ed (from Ohio)

other tangential, portentous
excursions. invariably
detract from the
spirit and fluidity ofi/'lI.
It should be taken to heart that
palpable vestiges of 1987 Firehose are
in evidence on this album, and that
each member seems capable of further musical growth. Upon release of
their next album
(hypothetically
speaking), if the third time is indeed
a charm. we will surely find Firehose
. standing above the tangled morass
with an album that contains more .
than half an album's worth of earnest
material.

GRADE: C

,_

Take a chance with reggae's Alpha Blondy
by Stephen

King

paganda
material,
including
the
multi-colored
armbands?
-No.
Let's go to the concert on
Draw
you brakes,
Babylon
March 11 at 8 p.m. in the Student
Brethren! Strange island palm trees . U Ilion Ballroom and have our frigid,
swaying to the dying sun rhythms will
capitalistic souls enlightened.
stir your soul into a voodoo trance.
As much as our souls have been
Beware: Rastamen calling themselves
enlightened. reggae is still a minor'
Alpha Blondy and the Solar System
cult style. Commercially, reggae has
who disguise themselves with dread
been filtered through a diffusion prolocks, smoke endless piles of maricess commonly associated with the
juana and mutter "Jah ... Jah ... I & phenomena called the melting pot. In
I flyaway to Zion .. '.", will be inattempting to rid all the "impurities"
vading our town;
for possible mass-consumption,
regWhat should we do? Crank up a
gaehas,
unfortunately,
been best
medley of Rick Springfield songs on
represented in the U.S. through whiteKBSU? CaU in the ROfC? Force
man eyes (and through some very
John Keiser to sign a proposal
fine music, I might add):
outlawing the wearing of Blondy proI. Eric .Clapton's version of Bob
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GUARANTEED
STUDENT LOANS
NO SERVICE CHARGE·
CHECKING ACCOUNTS
C.REDITUNION
MEMBERSHIP

I~---

7450 THUNDERBOLT
DRIVE
BOISE. IDAHO 83709

(208) 371>4600
See our campus
represeritatlve Triah Moore
eveiy Wednesday. .

10 a.m.·2 p.m.
In the Student Union
Building lobby.

Marley's "I Shot the Sheriff."
2. Early recordings of the Police
("Roxanne"),
.Clash ("Police and
Thieves"),
Patti Smith (','Redano
Beach"), and oddly. enough the Rolling Stones ("Luxury").
3. The English Beat, the Specials,
General Public, Or groups consisting
of 16 or more members with a
relentless guitar attack by a speed
freak.
Ironically, the roots of Jamaican
music are essentially derived from
R&B and soul with an allegiance to
the native ska. Unlike the former, reggae is characterized
by false starts
and straight-ahead
beats; an odd
"shuffling" rhythm guitar pattern, a
mobile bass and drums that are
allowed to explore the colorful
surroundings.
Besides the technical descriptions.
reggae music is essentially spiritual
music. From the early recordings of
Toots Hibbert (who, in the '60s with
the Maytals, helped found reggae) to
the emergence ofAIphaBlondy
from
Africa, reggae has been concerned,
for the most part. with the struggle
and enslavement of the black culture
in the Babylon world (defined by the

Rastas as the white world) and the
eventual physical/spiritual
exodus
back to the homeland of Africa.

commentary
Seminal works encompassed
the
seeds of what reggae was,
has
been. and most likely what it might
forseeably
become. .Though
the
Slickers' "Johnny Too Bad" encompasses the rebellion for third-world
countries,
there are beautiful arid
mournful
songs of the economic
enslavement and poverty of Jamaica
(Wailer's "Burning and Lootin;" Desmond's Derrick's. "Shanty Town;"
Jimmy Cliffs "Sitting in Limbo").
back-to-Africa
movement (Wailer's

,------------C·O-U-P-O-N
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"Concrete
Jungle"),
and spiritual
redemption (Wailer's "Catch a Fire"
and "Big Axe", Jimmy Cliffs "The
Harder They Come").
It was Marley and The Wailer's
popularity
and the release of the
radical "Get Up, Stand Up" in 1973
which publicly fused' reggae to
Rastafarianism,
a religious cult in
. Jamaica. Founded by Marcus Garvey
in the 1920s, Rastafarianism
was
principaUy a reaction to the British
colonies in Jamaica and the racial
unrest in the United States.
Though
the "anti-white"
cult
(especially in the violent periods of
the Rude Boy phenomena
of the
1960s) has become more tolerant
with the world of Babylon. Certain
extreme beliefs still are held including
that Hallie Salassie, the late emperor
of Ethiopia. is the Living God; one
day all blacks will be reunited in
Africa to share in Heavenly bliss as
the Babylon world is destroyed; and
Rastas traditionally abhor alcohol or
meat, but use marijuana as a tool to
gain spiritual admittance with God.
Rastafarianism
aside, since the
original Wailers split up in 1973.
there seems to have been an explosion of reggae bands: Yellowman,
Peter Tosh, Black Uhuru, UB40, Sly
arid Robbie, Big Youth, Burning
Spear, Third World and many minor
artists floatingaround on indepen-

"

to the genre'and,'With
the recent
release of Apartheid is Nazism; Blondy is receiving much-deserved Critical
praise. The appearance of Alpha
Blondy in Boise is a rare treat so take
advantageofthesituation;""'getyour
souls properly· arnulged.get

.,.. dancing Ceetin the sand, and,
__J said before; take a chance..

your

llkeI
.

-
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Chinese Student
.stud ieslite rat ure,
history while wife
studles English
by Willa M. Lamberson
to' The University News

in high school, and, though he was
allowed to stay home for a few years,
in 1974 he was forced to go to work
, Xin Hengfu, 39,a recently enrollassembling, radio components
at a
ed student at' BSU; came to 'Idaho
factory. His first English studies
, from Shanghai.
After.igraduating
came during
these iyears, when'
in 1986 from East China Normal
Chinese radio aired English language
University with a bachelor's degree
courses.
in English
literature,
he won
. "Recently," he said, l'intellect~al
a scholarship in the master's program
circles, have again become popular in
in history. He has published several
China, and modernizing the country .
Chinese
translations
of English
is discussed, along with trading ideas '
, literary works.
'.
of culture with other countries."
The Chinese arc now encouraged,
The younger generation is becomXin said, to go abroad for education;
"ing more and more Western, he said,
however, there are few financial aid
and is "in love with rock 'n' roll."
programs provided by the Chinese
Xin said his generation stll prefers the
government, and it is easier for the
classics.
working class to obtain visas than the
American
history;
European
educated.
Most Chinese
going
history and English literature are
overseas for an education must pay
some of Xin's present studies at BSU.
their own way, so it is usually only
The Chinese university taught onlv
the children of wealthy farmers and
brief: accounts of U.S. history, he
businessmen who can afford togo,
, said, but traditional Chinese history
-Xin's father, who died when Xin
and modern Chinese political history
was nine, was a graduate of the Royal
were required.
Naval Institute in England and the
Two weeks ago, Xin's wife, Mou
director
of the, Ship' Scientific
Lan.joined him in the United States.
Research Irrstitute of China, which is She is an artist and a member of
the equivalent of the United States
several
artist's'
associations
in
Academy of Sciences. He ,also was a
Shanghai, but in Boise, Xin said, she
professor
of science -at Jiaotong
will study only English.
University, Shanghai.
,_
,
"Chinese culture is very old," Xin
The Cultural
Revolution
intersaid, "and it will survive the addition
rupted Xin's education when he was
of a few new ideas:"
literature
special

Chris Butler I University News

Vis if in9 sf uden f: Xin' Hengfu
while attending

BSU. The Chinese

is studying American history, European history and English
university taught only brier accounts of U.S. history, he said.

AFRICAN
REGGAE
Featuring Alpha Blondyand the Solar System
CONCERTIDANCE
Friday, March 11

8:00pm'
SUB Ballroom

TICKET·S
$5 BSU student in advance
$6 atdoor .
$8 General public in advance
$10 at door
At all Select-A-Seat locations

Alpha Blondy and The Solar System combine internationally, acclaimed. music with themes-of unity and social injustice. They
are bringing tliisunique style direct from the Ivory Coast of Africa. Catch them on their first U.S. tour!
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·B.r.c>ncos/almost
upsefWyc>mlng
in close game
by Tom Lloyd

The University News
So close, yet so faraway. The
Boise State Broncos were down
52-SO with 53 seconds left to play
in Laramie, Wyo., against the
17th-ranked Wyoming Cowboys.
The Broncos' had the ball. The
smell of victory was in the air for
the Broncos.
They had, moments
before,
fought back from a seven-point
deficit, to be in this' position,
which had capriclously
swung
back and forth all night, now was
with the Broncos,
Then, with a suddenness
so
characteristic
of hard-fought
ballgarnes and the determining
factor late in these contests, the
tide of action swung the other
way. With 35 ticks left on the
scoreboard, an errant pass into a
posted-up Arnell Jones went off
his fingertips and the Cowboy'
parade to· the free-throw
line
began. The final margin, 56-50,
was high for the events of the

evening,
"I'm real proud of our guys,"
BSU Head Coach Bobby Dye
said, "but I'd feel a little better if
we'd come up with a little more.
We were right there with 19
seconds left in the game."
It was true ail evening. Like the
two well crafted opponents they
are-one of the run-and-gun type,
the other
of the hard-nose
defense, ball-control variety-they
went at it for the allotted 40
minutes. Time declared a victor,
but in a sense they both won.
"I think it was a good experience for us," Dye said.
. After the first 20 minutes of
BSU playing its style of basketball
and forcing the Wyoming Cowboys to also, the Broncos held a
halftime lead 22-17.
In the land' where they give

halftime road reports along with
scores from around the country,
the' home players. emerged ,'with
fire in their eyes from, in all probability, a tongue-lashing
from
their volatile coach Benny Dees,
and proceeded to open the second
half with a burning rage,
The Broncos. five-point lead
quickly disappeared
to be replaced by a Wyoming lead. The
Broncos, never out of reach, kept
themselves
at bay with their
nemesis-the
ubiquitous
free
throw.
"We had a chance," Dye said.
"but we' didn't knock our free'
throws down. U
In the second half the free'
throw-still
a misnomer
for
Bronco fans-factor
was 21-0 in
favor of the home team.:
"I don't think you have to say'
much more than that," Dye said,
referring to the margin.
The game was billed as a warmup for both teams, as they enter
their. respective conference post
season tournaments. Dye was glad
for the caliber of 'opportunity,
"But I would have liked the experience better if we would have
won the game."
By virtue of winning the Big
Sky regular season championship,
the Broncos enjoy a two game bye
in the Big Sky tournament
in
Bozeman, Mont. In the BSU side
of the bracket; Nevada-Reno plays
Weber State with the winner playing Idaho State. That winner will
play Boise State March It If the
Broncos win, they will play again .
March 12. All games will be at
Montana State's Brick Breeden
Fieldhouse.
Boise State closed out its
regular season play with a 22-5
record overall, tying the team for
the best BSU record ever. The
Broncos final conference mark
was 13-3.

-

Team vlctorlous
a.gainst Division II
Seattle Pacific
by Tom Lloyd

The University News
The BSU gymnastics team, rank-'
ed fifth in the West Region, edged
Seattle Pacific University by a score
of 181.7~-18I.30. The final tally was
indicative of the two team's high level
of competition.
Seattle Pacific is the number-one
ranked' Division . II •school
and
'seventh among Division I schools in
the West Region.
,
The dual meet also was the last
home meet for the team and for
seniors Jill Brittain, Anne McClay
and Karie Kunkler.
The BSU score also was the third
one higher than 180. The high before
this season was 180.05.
"This is due to the fact that we are
so deep, " BSU coach Sam Sandmire
said. "We not only have two or three .
'best performers,
but in each' event
our fourth, fifth. sixth people have'
improved over last year. If our top
people don't do well, the, next people do well."
'
In team scores Boise State won the
vault (46.0), bars (46,3), and beam
(45.1), which was uncharacteristic for
the team.
'
Sandmire said the credit has to go '
to assistant coach Bill Steinbach,
"He's really worked hard.with the
athletes on .the bars and historically
they have been our weakest event. "
Individually,
Cheri anne Calkins
won first place in the vault with a 9.5,
while Lisa Treciak took first place in
the bars with a 9.4~.
"I was very pleased with our bars
BSU gymnast Cassl Harlow does her
performance
and that we finally
stuck a beam set," Sandmirc said.
of running across the floor, bounds
"Overall, everyone gave it their all.
into the air and, in a cannonball posiIwas very happy for our three seniors
tion, rotates twice in the air, landing
who did a great job."
'
on her feet-for
the first time in her
One of those, Jill Brittain, hit on
career.
a double back flip-a
maneuver
The gymnastic team closes out its
whereby the gymnast, in the course
regular season on the road in Califor-
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Seniotshavegoodnight
agai.nsINevada-Reno

by Tom Lloyd

The University News

University News

BSU's Ann Jensvold goes for two
points against Nevada-Reno.
MWAC tournament which invites only the' top' four teams
in the
conference.

In Pac-10 action

Wrestlers finish eighth
by David Dunn

The University News
The BSU Bronco wrestling team
closed out the 1987-88 wrestling
season with an eighth place finish in
their first ever Pacific-tO conference
wrestling tournament
Feb. 29.
Even though five Bronco wrestlers
placed fourth in the tournament (one
place short of an automatic berth),
only three will advance to the NCAA
national tournament
as wild card

.

'picks awarded by the conference
coaches. Those wrestlers are: Travis
Krawl at 134 pounds, Randy Schimmel at 142 pounds and Pat McDade
in the heavyweight division. Brad
Cook at 177and Craig Cervantes at
118 placed fourth for BSU.
Arizona State won its sixth consecutive PAC-tO title with t03 points
while second best Cal Poly-San Luis
Obispo totaled 53;75. The Broncos
finished with 26 points.

It's that time of year again, "that
time"
meaning
the season
for
another spate of playoff games. Most
people are aware of the NCAA men's
basketball
.playoffs.
However,
playoffs or championships in other
sports are occurring or about to occur. (I know these things because of
my job as sports editor at The
University News.) Indoor track and
field for both men and women,
wrestling, gymnastics, and women's
basketball are the other sports soon
to have championships.
Of these, .the women's basketball
team finds itself in a relatively new
position .. It is the new kid on the
block for BSU athletic teams in the
playoffs. Their success this year-if
they win their last game, they will be
going to their first playoffs since
playing at the Division I level-has
probably been overshadowed by their
male counterparts.
But then again,
maybe their playing before the men's
games severaltimes have given them
a little extra exposure that might start
paying off in the future, especially if
they keep improving as they have over
the last couple of years.
Some of my male friends are such
fanatic men's basketball fans thatI
think they are missing out on another
aspect of the game. I grew up in a
place that had <college women's
basketbalI:Thiswas
before Title IX,
when the major universities started
women's basketball teams.
I grew up on the plains of Texas,
commonly referred to as the Panhandie, in a place appropriately
called
Plainview. A small four-year school,
Wayland Baptist College, was located
there, and for' some unknown reason
they had a women's basketball team.
During the '50s and '60s, they were
one of the best teams, usually the
best, in the nation.
I can still remember listening as a
youngster to the game when the
Wayland Flying Queens had their
string of 6Q-some games broken by

Nashville Business College:
The team originally was called the
Queens, but, because a certain local
businessman owned a flying service,
took a liking to the team and began
flying the girls all over the United
States to play, they became known as
the Flying Queens.
, Even more unique was the fact that
very few colleges had women's
basketball teams in those days. Iowa's
Wesley was another. Most of their
competition
came from semi-pro
teams-i.e.
teams comprised
of
women who already had graduated
and gone to work for companies like
the Nashville Business College. The
Wayland girls were playing against
older women and against old teammates who continued their careers via
this route.
Actually, it wasn't much different
than how the National Basketball
Association got started. One of the
better known men's teams at that
time was the Phillip 66'ers. A couple
of such men's teams still exist, such
as Athletes in Action.
I was well acquainted
with the
school. and the athletes. Many of
. them
went
to the
church
I
_ attended-a
Baptist one; of course,
Both of my parents
worked' at
Wayland.
It was my senior year. Our basketball season had ended and we were
starting baseball. We used the same
facilities to dress down. One day after
a workout, I was on the way to the
locker room when I heard my name
being called by a couple of college
friends I scrimmaged
against on
weekends.
They needed an extra person to
provide some competition
for the
Flying Queens, who were readying
themselves
to play the Russian
women's basketball team ontour in
the States. As I said, I was a senior.
I was hot.
Now, these were excellent athletes
we were going against. They did a littie hype before each game. If you
have ever seen the Harlem Globetrotters warm-up, then you know the

routine. These athletes were. thai
good with their routines. In fact, they
ended. their pregame warm-up and
show by going into a football formation and hiking the ball to mid-court
where a girl would kick the ball at the
basket.
I heard
tell she made
SO-something percent.
I
But, as I said, I was a senior just
coming off a pretty successful year. ;
College offers were being rumored.
Why sure, I said. One rule, they said.
Since they were playing the Russians,
the coach wanted to scrimmage some
guys and for us to play rough. The
Russian women played like that. OK,
I said, sounds like fun.
In men's basketball,
I am considered a short fellow at six feet. I
played outside. Against the Flying
Queens I was to guard the center,
who was six feet also. OK, fine, except when I saw who the center was,
I started trembling and stammering
like Ralph Cramden. She was the
Homecoming
Queen and the real
reason I liked to go watch the Flying
Queens play. I couldn't believe what
appeared to be my good fortune.
Then the coach came over and reemphasized our need to be aggressive
and physical. OK, Boss.
And Iwas. And handsy too. Playing outside, one is away from the opponent. Inside, there is much contact.
I mean contact. And I knew I was
getting out of hand. Finally, she had
had enough. She got the ball down
low, turned perpendicular to me and
faked. Being agressive and wanting
to be on top of the situation, I took
it. Maybe the best way to describe
subsequent events was that she cleaned my clock.
Mercifully, the coach called their
team together to go over a new play
as I wriihed in pain on the ground,
reeling from the point she had made.
The scrimmage went really well the
rest of the day. Those girls were
talented. I gained a lot of respect for
their athletic ability that day. I still
have respect for all women athletes
today. An athlete is an athlete.

Men and women take second
by Tom Lloyd

The University News
The BSU men's and women's track
teams both finished second in indoor
championships
in Pocatello,
last
week.
The BSU men finished behind the
Northern
Arizona
Lumberjacks,
117-86.
Bronco shot putter Steve Muse
qualified
for the NCAA indoor
championships
with a toss of
61'11 3;4".Although already qualified
for the NCAA, first place finishers
Troy Kemp soared 7'2%" in the high
jump and Wendall Lawrence had a
54'43;4" mark in the triple jump.
A surprise winner was Danny
Sheets, an indoor decathalon competitor. who .leaped 24'93;4" in the
long jump. In fifth place with his
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,Did you know that women's
basketball started in Texas?

.
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by David Dunn

The BSUwomen's basketball team
dropped one on the road, but nabbed a victory at home to earn a split
in the Mountain West Athletic Conference action last week.
On Feb. 29 in Bozeman,
the
second-place Montana State Bobcats
outscored the Broncos 25-4from the
free-throw line, boosting themselves
to an 87-63 victory. Wendy Sullivan
was the only Lady Bronco to score
in double figures with J2 points.
March 4 was a different time and
place, as the senior-led Broncos ran
past Nevada-Reno 86-58. Marj Connors and Missy Dallas (the only,
seniors on this year's team), both had
record-breaking
nights. Dallas hit a
three-point shot in the last minute to
give her a game-leading 22 points and
a career point total of 1,002, which
is a mark enjoyed byonly four other
Lady Broncos in the history of the
school. With 11 assists, Connors
passed up the single game record,
which she set just a week ago against
the University of Montana.
Other Bronco scoring leaders were
Jan Ecklund with 20 points and Ann
Jensvold with 17. Jensvold also pulled down 11 rebounds while Becky
Sievers had 10, leading BSU to a
51-32 rebound advantage.
The victory gives BSU a 9-6 conference record and a 17-9 overall
mark. With one conference game remaining against Northern Arizona
March 7, the Lady Broncos must win
in order to enter the post season

Monday,

final attempt, Sheers' bested teammate Lawrence by two inches to take
the event.
.
The Boise State women, competing in the Mountain West Athletic
Conference indoor track and field
championships, also finished second

.

TRAINING

CORPS

to NAU, 109-72, just one point better than Weber State.
BSU sophomore
Nancy Kuiper
won the shot put with a heave of
47'1 Y2" and the 1,600 relay team won
with a time of 3:45.60 ..
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BIG SKY (:HAMPIONSIllP
Basketball Shirts
available at
The Bookstore

YOUR fIRST STEP
TOWARD SUCCESS IS TIiE ONE YOU
COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.
At Ai-rny ROTC Camp Challenge you'll learn
what it takes to succeed-in
college and in
life. You'll.build self-confidence
and develop
your leadership potential. Plus you can also'
qualify to earn an Army Officer's commission
when you graduate from college.
"
Find out more. Contact Boise State University Army ROTC at 385-3500.
.
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PHOTO POSTERS
PHOTO T·SHIRTS
PHOTO BUTTONS
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CAPS
PHOTO SWEATSHIRTS
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·Clas$ilieds
HelpWanh~d
CHILD CARE DECISIONS:
Need
a change of scenery? NYC suburban
families need live-in child care, 5 days
a week, good salary-e-exciting area.

FOR RENl: 2 Bedroom, I bath; wid
hook-up; $300 month; $100 deposit;
1138 Euclid. Drive by ihencall
342-3958 or 3453~0580.

For Sale
GOV'T SEIZED
VEHICLES
for
$400. Cars, trucks,Jeeps
and imports. BUY direct at LOCAL sales!
Call 1-518-459-3734. Ext. J3504A, 23
hours.
.

For Rent
FOR RENl:. Nice
bedroom-I bath; 913
carpet, new w/dryer,
$150 deposit. Drive
342-3958 or 345-0580.

and large 2
N. 16th. New
$350 month,
by, then call
'

IJ6(.YI1fflllf? N61iN
me M'lY THE~e THIN&5 AlWlIY.5
lJO- WlTlf OPfI~IN me
VICINITY ...

POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION members and other interested

PROFESSIONAL
California couple
desires toadopt newborn infantinto
loving family. Medical-and legal expenses paid.
Please eallcollecl
818-241-4397. Nancy and John.

(805)-687~6000,ext.

RED HOT
BARGAINS!
Drug
dealer's cars, boats, planes repo'd.
Surplus. Your area. Buyer's Guide.

THE

tellurlum

WEEKLY
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

36 Annoy
38 Quarrel
39 Cooling device
40 Nameless: abbr.
41 Nuisance
42 Observes
44 Places lor
combat
'
46 Introduce
48 Expels
51 Free 01
52 Wheel tooth
54 Fasten
55 AllIrmatlve·
56 Possesses
57 Discover

garment
3 Ideal
4 Wldeawake ~
5 Symbol for
tantalum

DOWN
1 Flap
2 Atablan

=:::::::::::===:::::::==P R ATE
S T EAM
LA U D ED
K E E P E R
OR
DA I S Y
L 0 R E
PES
S T I L E
DIG
EN T E
S L APS
NA
S T ORK
T R E A SON
P A IR
K E L P
BE E T L E S
S T OPS
R E
OT T E R
SO L E
ARM
SA T E S NET
SIAM
RjNEEIIAE
SECOND
DELUDE
REMUS
SKITS

By Damon Threet

~

DON'T

ElE

SILLV SCOff.
I WAS 1'HIN~ING ABOUl

~ ~OO"', =

-::::?v-I\\J
WHAT?}

SWPf.5.
1HRNKS.

lHf. GAME.

\

UH... OH HelL ...

\

I
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Lil's Tanning
342-3958.

33 Concerning
34 Prellx: bel are
35 Symbol lOT

I-!T+--+-i--f

-----.... ...... ......--....

S,7849.

TANNING-Diamond
Salon, 123 S. Latah,

"t.1.:--"

LOST AND FOUND

12

EUROPE,
$29,50 A DAY: Visit 7
countries
by bus, camp at night.
Contact
your
travel
agent
or
TRADEWIND
TRAVELLERS
CLUB, (212) 832-9072.

ACROSS

I

,

,:' - ~:

LOVING,'PROFESSIONALcpuple
wishes to adopt babY~lldprovide
with best of everything. please call
Barbara'
collect:
(208)765-3187
(days);
(208). 772-7638
(eves.),

lBerkcloth
5 Former Russian
ruler
9 Circuit
12 Son of Adam
13 Land measure
14 Swiss canton
15 Reveals
17 Extreme
19 Congealed with
cold
21 Flavoring herb
22 BarrlcUda
24 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
25 Ancient
26 Moccasin
, 27 Salad Ingredient
29 Prlnter's
measure
31 Ernmet
32 Brother 01Odin .

!11()()T
6JtJE5TlOtVf

'I

,
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CHARLES!)~~~
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political
types: There. .will be a
meeting on Friday, March II at 1:30
p.m.· on the Student Union patio to
discuss the Model. UN. and other
political science stuff. It is possible
to, cam academic credit for participating in the Model UN.!

Miscellaneous

BLOOM COUNTY
7He WHJ{.!

.':

'
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salaries, benefits, your own.Iiving
quarters and limited working hours.
Your round-trip'
transportation
is
provided.
One year commitment
necessary. Call or writer Suzanne
Pack, Childcare Placement Service,
Inc .. (CCPS), 739 Rim View Lane,
Twin Falls, 1D 83301. (208)733-7790.

EXCELLENT
INCOME for home
assembly
work.
For info call
504-646"1700. Dept. P-1818.
COULD
YOU BE A BOSTON
NANNY? Are you a loving, nurturing person who enjoys spending time
with children? Live in lovely, suburban neighborhoods,
enjoy excellent

.

6 Diatribe
7 Island off
Ireland
8 Crimson
9 Clear
10 Sea In Asia
11 Pellet
16 Therafore
18 Unemployed
20 Encircling
bands
22 Quarrel
23 Sheet 01 glass
115 Above
27 Smooth
28 Goddess of
peace
29 God 01love
30 Eft
34 Irons
36 Free ticket
37 Plaid cloth
39 Gives load to
41 Temporarv rest
42 Agile
43 Great Lal\,El
44 Again
45 Japanese
drama
47 The sell
49 Hit lightly
50 Crafty
53 Rupees: abbr.

Answers
to last week's
puzzle

~~f

If you don't wear a seat belt because
you're a good driver, think about all
the othergood drivers killed last year.
They didn't wear seat belts either.

Last yea r, 214

Rent
Washer & Dryer
$35.00 per month

and up

'7tompsOIl$.

good. Idaho
BUCKLE UP drivers weren't '
good' enough.
IDAHO

INC.

1707 Broadway
344-5180

It's' the law.
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!IOIEY FOR COLLEGEI
I

BOISE'S
ENTERTAINM~NT
NIGHTCLUB

Top 40 Rock & Roll Regional Entertainment

Band this week: MONTY SMITH
from .Seattle
Open, Mon.-Frio 4:30 p.rn-z a.rn., Sat.?

415 So. 9th
345-4163

p.ni.-2 a.m.

HAPPY HOUR 4:30 p.m.·7'p.m.

ALL WELL DRINKS & BEER at'1J2 price!

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
. STUDENTS WHO. NEED

..

BAIL BONDS

I

I

'

Every Student Is Eligible for Some Type ~t '
Financial Aid ~egardless
of Grades or Parental, Income.

I
I
I

•We

I
I
I

•
~~enr~s~~,h~~~~~~I~~ana:;f:~I~;
h':rII~I::~~~
.There's
money available lor sludents
who ~:~:~for~s~~:~c:~aJemlc
have been newspaper
rters, grocery clerkS"cheerleaders.
ncn-smekers ••• etc,
.Re~ults GUARANTEED.
'.
,

I

have a dala bank 01 over 200,000
fellowships, grants, and loans, representing
sector funding.
.
.'

listings
~fscholarshlps
over 510 billion In prlval~

Owens • Carol Hoerner

Ken

343-1798

'

I

1-8QO-32-BEL T5

24 Hour Service

PROMPT
AN YTII,,1E
CONF.lDENTIAl
ANYWHERE
Nick Cladis •. Bail Bonds
7225 Bethel. Boise. Idaho B3704 ,
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